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Submicron-thick hexagonal boron nitride crystals embedded in noble metals form planar Fabry-Perot
half-microcavities. Depositing Au nanoparticles on top of these microcavities forms previously uniden-
tified angle- and polarization-sensitive nanoresonator modes that are tightly laterally confined by the
nanoparticle. Comparing dark-field scattering with reflection spectroscopies shows plasmonic and Fabry-
Perot-like enhancements magnify subtle interference contributions, which lead to unexpected redshifts in
the dark-field spectra, explained by the presence of these new modes.
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Transparent dielectric materials are employed in diverse
micro-optical resonators, ranging from semiconductor
heterostructures to van der Waals materials [1–7]. More
recently, there has been interest in utilizing high-bandgap
materials as part of optoelectronic devices, such as hexago-
nal boron nitride (hBN), as well as active 2D semiconductors
for low-energy switching, such as transition metal dichalco-
genides (TMDs) [7–12]. Combining plasmonic metals with
such microresonators introduces rich nano-optics [13–28].
Despite its simplicity and in clear contrast to previous results
from related structures [29–32], we find plasmonic scattering
processes from Au nanoparticles on submicron-thick dielec-
tric layers are nontrivial, resulting in two distinct possible
sets of nanocavity-nanoparticle modes depending on polari-
zation and incidence angle. We identify a new mode that,
rather than resulting from coupling of Fabry-Perot modes
with localized plasmon resonances [27,28], requires angled
transverse magnetic (TM) illumination and operates via a
different Brewster mode mechanism. For submicron-thick
dielectric layers, this mode is clearly identified and can be
stronger than plasmon-coupled Fabry-Perot modes. The
mode is characterized by a nanoscale-confined field that
propagates beneath the nanoparticle.
Ultraflat planar microcavities here are formed from high-

quality hBN crystals embedded into gold, formed by
template exfoliation (Fig. 1; method in the Supplemental
Material [33]). Each atomically flat terrace corresponds to a
microcavity of different thickness with simple fabrication
giving hundreds of ultraflat planar cavities distributed over
centimeter-scale areas. Monodisperse and near-spherical

colloidal Au nanoparticles of 60 nm average diameter are
then deposited from solution [38]. While our observations
apply to all microcavities, hBN is helpfully inert, flat,
insulating, chemically robust, and lacks exciton resonances
that complicate these observations. The resultant samples
are broadband illuminated through an objective with
numerical aperture NA 0.8, so that light is collected for
both dark-field (DF) and bright-field (BF) illumination in
the angular range 0°–53° [Fig. 1(a)]. In BF, the angles of
incidence and reflection are equal, while the average
DF illumination angle is 58°. Microscope 100× images
of a nanoparticle-on-microcavity (NPoMC) sample in BF
[Fig. 1(b)] and DF [Fig. 1(c)] resolve individual Au
nanoparticles in DF as orange spots on terrace 1 (T1)
and green spots on terrace 2 (T2). More than 16 nano-
particles (NPs) are analyzed on each terrace displaying
consistent spectra (see Supplemental Material [33], Fig. 2),
while brighter (by>3σ) Au NP clusters are excluded, as are
NPs near terrace edges.
The observed BF colors result from thin-film interfer-

ence, which is used to calibrate each terrace thickness from
the characteristic Fabry-Perot fringes [Fig. 2(a)], using
uniaxial refractive indices nx;y ¼ 1.65, nz ¼ 2.13 (parallel
to the c axis) [39]. Fitted spectra (dashed) generated by the
same generalizedMie solver used to calculate DF scattering
(see below), use reflectivities measured from the evapo-
rated Au outside each hBN flake and give thicknesses L1 ¼
672� 10 nm for T1 and L2 ¼ 577� 8 nm for T2. Minor
deviations in fringe amplitude are likely due to differences
in Au roughness under and beside each hBN flake.
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Dark-field scattering spectra collected from each terrace
show intense distinct peaks similar for each nanoparticle
[Fig. 2(b)]. Solid lines show the average over 22 (T1) and
16 (T2) nanoparticles (dashed lines show standard error).
While the scattering efficiency of coupled 60 nm Au NPs
on bare Si is <0.2%, resonant enhancement here increases
the scattered intensity by ×18 (T1) and ×28 (T2) [Fig. 2(b)].
This combination of high intensity and low variability
enables reliable identification of features in the spectra, such
as asymmetric line shapes and overlapping modes. In
particular, we note that the scattering peaks are not at the
expected positions (dashed lines) from the scattering inter-
ference paths depicted in Fig. 2(c) and that these peak shifts
differ significantly between the two terraces.
Initially, two pathways are considered, interfering with

the direct backscattering from the NP with the forward-
scattered light after it has propagated multiple times
through the underlying microcavity. The phase shift on
reflection at the lower hBN-Au interface is π þ δðE; θÞ.
Dips in BF reflectivity correspond to microcavity reso-
nances, where the resonant optical field inside the hBN
increases light absorption in the Au mirror. In this situation,
the optical field at the top surface is also maximized, so
forward scattering from the NP is expected to be strongest
at these reflectivity dips (for the same illumination angle).
Since DF illumination is recorded at higher incident angles
than the BF reflectivity, the cavity resonances blueshift
[6,7,39] and for 58° are shown by the vertical dashed lines
[Fig. 2(b)]. However, this model cannot account for the
shifted DF scattering peaks [blue-green arrows, Fig. 2(b)].
All scattering peaks from both terraces are redshifted by
different energies from the expected positions based on
the simple model above, up to 300 meV for the higher
energy T2 mode. This suggests that scattering resonances
of nanoparticles on microcavities are influenced by extra

mechanisms besides the out-coupling of planar Fabry-
Perot modes.
To better understand the resonant modes in this system,

we calculate the extinction spectra without the NP and
scattering spectra with the NP (Fig. 3). These are evaluated
using a generalized Mie theory (see Supplemental Material
[33]), considering a perfectly spherical Au nanoparticle on
top of a uniform hBN layer on flat Au [Fig. 2(c)], with the
z axis parallel to the optic axis of the hBN crystal. Initially,
the fraction of light entering the hBN is calculated as the
incident angle increases. Without the nanoparticle, the
interface reflection matrix R, which relates the reflected
electric field Er to the incident field Ei with incident s (Eis)
and p polarization (Eip) via

Er ¼ REi ¼
�
Erp

Ers

�
¼

�
Rpp Rps

Rsp Rss

��
Eip

Eis

�
ð1Þ

is diagonal (Rps ¼ Rsp ¼ 0), leaving only Rpp ¼ RTM and
Rss ¼ RTE. Defining incident and reflected electric fields in
terms of polarization-dependent refractive indices and inci-
dent angle θi, the overall TM reflection coefficient rTM is
described by [6,40]

rTM ¼ nxynz cosðθiÞ − ½n2z − sin2ðθiÞ�1=2
nxynz cosðθiÞ þ ½n2z − sin2ðθiÞ�1=2

ð2Þ

(assuming air above) and similar for TE. The TE reflection
resonances are equally spaced at normal incidence and
blueshift together with angle [Fig. 3(a)]. For TM reflectivity
[Fig. 3(b)], this picture is complicated by effects at
Brewster’s angle (white dashed lines in Fig. 3), where the

FIG. 2. (a) Bright-field reflectance and (b) dark-field scattering
from 22 (T1) and 16 (T2) nanoparticles. Dashed lines show one
standard error bound, gray line is scattering background (×5)
from lower hBN-Au interface away from NPs, gray dots mark
peak positions of Fano resonances from resulting interference.
Vertical lines show expected TE-polarized wavelengths for L1;2.
(c) Schematic interference in scattering.

FIG. 1. Embedded hBN sample ∼60 μmwide, with two crystal
terraces (T1, T2). (a) Cross section after nanoparticle deposition,
showing in- and out-coupling angles for illumination with 0.8 NA
objective. (b) Bright- and (c) dark-field images at 100× magni-
fication showing individual nanoparticles on each terrace.
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reflection at the air-hBN surface vanishes, eliminating
multiple interference. Beyond this angle,

θB ¼ asin

��
n2xy − 1

n2xy − n−2z

�
1=2�

≃ 56°; ð3Þ

the phase on reflection reverses, shifting the resonances by
half their spacing.
This generalized Mie model shows that scattering from

the NP atop the microcavity is indeed enhanced at each
extinction maxima [Fig. 3(c) and 3(d)]. TE scattering peaks
blueshift with angles matching the reflectivity dips, weak-
ening slightly at θB when polarization-flipped NP scatter-
ing disappears. The predicted TE scattering peaks at 58°
match the observed peaks at 2.25 and 1.55 eV [Fig. 3(b)] to
within 0.1 eV. The larger extinctions at higher energy come
from the stronger interband Au absorption above 2.5 eV.
By contrast, a completely different predicted behavior is

seen for TM-polarized scattering [Fig. 3(d)]. Although
blueshifts are initially seen, a set of new modes appears
around θB, which dominate the total (TEþ TM) scattering
at 58°. Since scattering measurements are typically taken at
high angles ∼θB, it is vital to understand the origin of these
NPoMC modes.
Comparing TM extinction [Fig. 3(b)] to scattering

[Fig. 3(d)] highlights these peculiarities. At θB, the extinc-
tion shows no microcavity modes, however, the scattering
spectrum gives new sharp modes. In simulations of the

thinner microcavity T2 [Figs. 3(d) and 3(f)], the new peak
at 1.9 eV becomes the dominant cavity mode, with a
200 meV redshift from the expected position of the TE
scattering peak [Fig. 3(e), blue-green arrow]. This combi-
nation of nanoresonator and Fabry-Perot modes accounts
well for the bright mode near 1.8 eV in Fig. 2(b).
The theory shows these modes are produced by back-

scattering from the NP, creating transverse localized cavity
modes underneath it, which are spatially confined in plane
to the nanoscale geometry of the NP (Fig. 4). Even for
illumination angles significantly less than θB, these surface
modes can be excited and out-coupled. This new nano-
resonator mode (NRM) is only seen at energies that can
excite the microcavity-coupled vertical dipole antenna,
forming a new scattering resonance at 2.25 eV.
To explore the nanoresonator modes, we track how they

vary with increasing microcavity thickness [Fig. 4(a)]
[6,7,40]. The NRMs redshift with increasing hBN thickness
for constant illumination angle of 58°. Above L ¼ 300 nm,
several modes are seen, with energy spacings that decrease
as expected for Fabry-Perot-type modes. Between the
strongly excited NRMs are weaker resonances matching
the normal TE microcavity modes. Plotting the thickness-
dependentQ factor of the dispersive NRMs shows a periodic
modulation under an increasing envelope [Fig. 4(b)].
These resonant modes can be excited at incident

angles from 40°–80° with energies from 1.4–2.4 eV. The
high-angle resonant lowest mode is clearly visible for hBN
L > 90 nm [Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)]. They appear strongest
when near resonant with the nanoparticle transverse plas-
mon mode around λ ¼ 550 nm. The angle of maximum
scattering intensity (blue and green lines, Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)]
shifts from 52° to 68° when the hBN thickness increases
from 90 to 130 nm, showing their coupling is not precisely
tied to θB.

FIG. 3. Generalized Mie calculations for T1 (a)–(d) and T2
(e),(f). For T1, extinction without NP (a),(b) and scattering spectra
for NP-on-microcavity (c),(d) are shown as angle increases.
Brewster angle θB is dashed. Extinction is from 0% (black) to
100% (white), scattering from 0% (black) to 5% (white). For T2,
calculations are for (e) TMscattering and (f) average of TE andTM
scattering. Grey arrow is comparison with Fig. 2.

FIG. 4. (a) Thickness dependence of TM scattering of
nanoresonator modes at θi ¼ θB ¼ 58° and (b) Q factors.
Arrows mark L ¼90, 130 nm for angle dependences in (c),(d)
where dashed lines mark angle of maximum scattering.
(e) Typical experimental DF scattering images of ∼100-
nm-thick hBN nanoresonators at 100× magnification. (f) Field
map of surface charges on outside of 60 nm nanoparticle and
scattered electric field (Ez) inside hBN for nanoresonator
mode with L ¼110 nm, θi ¼ 58°.
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At thicknesses of 80–170 nm, the lowest NRM has
the least extra contribution from the FP-coupled modes
[Fig. 4(a)]. Experimentally, nanoparticles on hBN flakes
within this range display ring-shaped dark-field scattering
images due to the high-angle out-coupling of light from the
NRMs [Fig. 4(e)]. This confirms their dominant out-of-
plane Ez resonant fields, completely different from Fabry-
Perot microcavities. These TM nanoresonator modes seen
in the NPoMC geometry are thus attributed to multiple
scattering and reflection underneath the NP [Fig. 4(f)]. This
is because at θB all other cavity feedback disappears at the
hBN-air interface. Treating scattering from the nanoparticle
as a microcavity end mirror with low reflectivity (following
Fabry-Perot behavior), we indeed expect the Q factor to
increase with thickness. Such nanoresonators approach the
limiting case when the lateral dimensions of a cavity
backreflector approach a point. As expected, the Q factor
per unit length decreases with increasing thickness since
diffraction from NP causes lateral spreading of the retro-
reflecting light beyond the optical cross section of the
resonant NP (see Supplemental Material [33], Fig. 4). The
NRM field distribution [Fig. 4(f)] is similar to that from
individual Au NPs, but resonant at 58° and nearly tenfold
stronger than without the underlying Au mirror (see
Supplemental Material [33], Fig. 5).
The NRMs depend on cavity thickness as for conventional

Fabry-Perot modes, but experience far stronger plasmonic
phase shifts due to multiple scattering, which needs to be
taken into account. Plasmonically enhanced cross sections
mean that, although dielectric nanoparticles also show
NRMs, they are more than 50-fold weaker (Supplemental
Material [33], Fig. 6). NRM modes are excited in all such
plasmonic NP-dielectric microcavities, even with lower
refractive indices (such as SiO2, see Supplemental Material
[33], Fig. 7), thus demonstrating the universal nature of the
modes in plasmonic-microcavity heterostructures.
These nanoresonator modes resemble the previously

observed “Brewster mode,” but with the Bragg mirror
replaced by flat Au and a NP. Such modes follow the
condition [41,42]

E ¼ hc2

2nL

�
pþ 1

2

�
cosðθÞ; ð4Þ

where p is an integer, arising from additional π phase jumps
compared to Fabry-Perot modes. Here, nanoresonator
modes experience additional shifts of δðE; θÞ dependent
on the mirror, cavity, and nanoparticle compositions, with
some analogy to Goos-Hänchen effects. This shifts the
peaks considerably away from Eq. (4). As a result, these
NRMs critically probe the morphology and scattering at the
top interface.
Although our calculations yield good agreement with

the mode energies, they do not account well for measured
scattering intensities. Our model predicts that modes at

energies close to the transverse plasmon mode should have
the greatest scattering intensity, but experimentally the
modes at lower energies are much stronger. We suggest
this may be due to additional Fano resonance [11,12] from
the continuum scattering background [due to the slightly
rough lower Au surface, gray line Fig. 2(b)], which is
stronger at lower energies. Such Fano effects produce the
asymmetric line-shape low-energy peaks and also the small
(50 meV) extra blueshifts of the calculated modes [gray
points, Fig. 2(b)] compared to those experimentally
observed. It is also possible that the morphology of the
nanoparticle favors out-coupling of cavity modes at lower
energies.
In conclusion, we embed exfoliated hBN crystals in Au

forming uniform planar half-microcavities. By depositing
Au nanoparticles on top of these crystals to form NPoMC
structures and using single nanoparticle spectroscopy, we
probe plasmonic and Fabry-Perot enhancements, identify-
ing interfacial scattering mechanisms that control redshifts
in the mode positions. We identify a new microcavity
nanoresonator mode that can be excited only for TM
polarization at angles θB � 20° and which depends on
microcavity length and refractive index. We show that this
mode arises from multiple reflections between scatterer and
Au mirror. Subtle phase shifts and Fano coupling within
this microcavity control its exact spectral position. These
NRM modes are vital to understand when exploring the
coupling of nanoparticles with the new materials landscape
of TMDs. The same fabrication techniques can be used to
produce NPoMC structures with other TMDs instead of
hBN. This work is valuable in studying architectures (such
as semiconductor and dielectric microcavities), which take
advantage of enhancements at nanostructure or NPoMC
interfaces. Moreover, due to the extreme sensitivity of these
modes, they are suitable for exploring novel angle- and
polarization-sensitive optical devices that are integrable and
easy to fabricate.
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